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… More about my idea of "God" (see post below on death and here about my view of God  ): I believe 
God, this one spirit or universal consciousness has basically divided itself into innumerable small parts by 
bringing about (in whatever way) what we regard as the physical universe with all the individual 
consciousnesses within it, each tied to a body of some kind or another. 
 
We are really all one -- each one of us living beings and inanimate things is a part of this God -- but 
through our bodies we have the illusion of being separate from one another. When the bodies of us living 
beings fall away we return to where we came from and become one again completely with God -- the 
universal spirit. It is only the short-lived body of ours which makes us feel separate. 
 
I cannot think of another way in which the world could be "just." No concept of heaven and hell and good 
and evil that I have known would ever satisfy my sense of justice. For years I thought (the late Korean 
Rev. Sun Myung) Moon's Divine Principle had the answers but I have concluded that it doesn't. It is no 
better than some other ideas that do not satisfy me at all. 
 
God is absolutely responsible for everything that happens in the universe -- from the greatest, most 
beautiful thing or event to the most horrible monstrosity or atrocity -- but we all share that responsibility 
because we are all part of God. God as a whole has thrived on the differences and divisions among us that 
lead to conflict -- especially in us humans, the spearheads of the evolution of his consciousness in this 
world -- and on both the good and the evil things we have been doing to each other in our bodies, which 
make us feel separate. But his/our consciousness is evolving. God is learning with us, through us. 
 
In our primitive days, when we were totally unable to understand the reality of our ultimate oneness, God 
gave us myths including the Bible and all the scriptures, which were propagated by people inspired by 
"Him" (or "Her," "It") to awe us and make us fear, and to herd us together as groups and make us fight 
each other for his own pleasure. To explain this: I believe the deepest parts of our nature are the emotions, 
which we share with God, our source. Yes, I believe God has the same emotions, though from a universal 
perspective, since his "body" is the entire universe. 
 
Now, I think, the time may be coming when those myths are no longer useful. It is time that we humans 
outgrow them and look for the truth behind and beyond them. Most of all I hope we can truly become 
aware of the reality of our original and ultimate oneness. 
 
 
 


